CASE STUDY
MANDALAY RESOURCES – COSTERFIELD GOLD MINE
ACCESSING THE INACCESSIBLE
TO FURTHER DRIVE PRODUCTIVITY
OVERVIEW
Canadian-based company Mandalay Resources prides itself on creating exceptional shareholder
value through the acquisition of undervalued assets that can: become rapidly cash generative, selffund exploration, establish and maintain high operating margins and return cash to shareholders.
As current owner and operator of the Costerfield gold-antimony mine, Mandalay used RCT’s Smart
Technology to help deliver value at its site in Victoria, Australia.
The Costerfield mine has a “narrow vein operation” so it is critical that the drives are kept to a minimum
width to minimise ore dilution for ore processing efficiency. However, this made reaching the ore in
some areas of the mine quite difficult.
In addition, the site’s drilling and blasting practices aimed to maximise recovery by throwing the ore
towards the draw point, however this only enabled a 75 per cent ore recovery to be achieved. The
remaining 25 per cent of the ore within the stope void was out of safe reach of the loader under
manual operation as the loader’s operator cab was not permitted to go past the brow of the stope.
In order to realise the value of the ore left in blind uphole stopes, a remote loader was implemented
at the site.

SOLUTION
RCT’s Guidance simulator was used to review Costerfield’s mine site plan layout on several of its
drives. It was upon reviewing this footage that several critical, tight areas within the drives that had
previously been scaled back were in fact accessible with machines equipped with RCT Smart
Technology.

In addition to accessing tight areas
within the mine, by operating the loader
on Guidance and Teleremote systems
it was also able to safely access the
majority of the ore that remained in the
stope void after drilling and blasting
took place.

Impressed with this verification, Mandalay chose to install RCT’s ControlMaster® Guidance and
Teleremote systems to its Sandvik LH203 which would substantially increase ore recovery.
In addition to accessing tight areas within the mine, by operating the loader on Guidance and
Teleremote systems it was also able to safely access the majority of the ore that remained in the
stope void after drilling and blasting took place.
The operator is able to control the loader from the safety of a RCT built operator control station located
underground.

RESULT
Implementing RCT’s ControlMaster® Guidance and Teleremote systems on the loader allowed
operators to successfully navigate the previously inaccessible narrow drives with ease, all while
avoiding contact with the walls; eliminating machine damage.
The operators’ ability to switch from Guidance to Teleremote mode to load the once unattainable ore
in the bucket from the stope, helped to increase production substantially.
In addition to minimising machine damage and increasing productivity, the systems have evolved a
safer mining method. The operators are now able to control the loader from the comfort and safety
of the operating station located in supported ground.
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The introduction of ControlMaster® Guidance and Teleremote systems increased ore recovery to 95
per cent in blind uphole stopes at the Costerfield mine site.
It was Mandalay’s first project with RCT, but not its last. Following on from the overall success of the
project the client has decided to progress with a second full Teleremote and Guidance systems to be
installed onto a second loader, along with a second new operating station.
The second unit is scheduled for delivery in early July, 2016.

COMMENTS
RCT Account Manager Geoff Steele said both site management and production people were
extremely pleased with the results.
“The loader can access the stope areas very successfully under Teleremote and Guidance systems.”
“Apart from improving ore recovery from previously inaccessible areas, Mandalay is pleased to give
our staff the opportunity to learn new skills of operating Teleremote loaders, in the air conditioned
environment of the Teleremote Operator Cabin. This improves safety outcomes for our loader
operators because the Sandvik LH203 loaders are currently open cabin loaders.” said Costerfield
Operations Mine Manager, Melanie McCarthy.

ABOUT RCT
RCT is an innovative smart technology company with the expertise to evolve entire industries. We
design, manufacture and deliver technology and service solutions to support clients around the world
in multiple sectors including mining, industrial, agricultural and civil. With over 40 years of success,
RCT leverages knowledge and insight to provide clients the advantage of measurable value –
increased profitability, productivity, efficiency and safety.
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Since the 1970s, RCT has traversed all corners of the globe. Our team has grown to 150+ committed
people working with clients in over 64 countries worldwide, from Australia to Africa, Asia, Russia,
North America and Latin America.
With our unique way of viewing the world, intelligent solutions and backed by exceptional support,
service and training, RCT is a global leader in smart Guidance, Teleremote and Remote Control
automation solutions for the mining industry.
We continue to listen, see, think, create and evolve solutions that lead to better profitability, productivity
and safety for our clients.
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